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Now in paperback, this deluxe field guide offers a unique look at the creatures that populate the
Star Wars galaxy. Packed with hundreds of detailed and colorful illustrations of exotic entities in
a wide array of habitats—from the ice fields of Hoth and the pastures of Naboo to the concrete
jungle of Coruscant—this entertaining and comprehensive classic also provides information on
the mating habits, feeding patterns, and defense mechanisms of these incredible beasts.

“every bit as eye-popping and gut-punching as the movie” - Cinema Sentries“A gorgeous coffee
table book rich with behinds the scenes details, concept art, and set photography from the
biggest, most beautiful movie of the year” - Indiewire "The book has tons of imagery and insight
about everything that went into creating this brilliant movie, from the Namibian desert sets to the
concept art of The Citadel." - Outer Places “This knockout coffee-table book walks you through
every step of its journey to the screen, from concept drawings to storyboards to behind-the-
scenes photos, all of them downright stunning.” - Flavorwire Gift Guide "Incredibly impressive." -
Aint it Cool Gift Guide"You can almost smell the dirt and gasoline as you flip these pages. This
book will make the recipient feel shiny and chrome as they make their way towards Valhalla." -
Joblo gift guide"The Art of Mad Max: Fury Road is a lovely goddamn book." - VG Blogger "Each
of these sections sheds a lot of weight on the subject, while providing amazing artwork and
beautiful photography." - Bricks of the Dead"The Art of Mad Max: Fury Road is very informative,
revealing a world of great depth and detail created by the crew, even for characters given little
screen time." - Cinema Sentries"A splendidly cohesive and superior companion book." - Pop
Mythology"Plenty of insights and information about practical and CGI effects sequences, and
reading up on how or why a certain shooting tactic or artificial element was used adds another
layer for fans to enjoy." - Midroad Movie"A must read for any “Mad Max” fan!" - Media Mikes"The
crème de la crème of movie companion books." - Mad Max Universe"A splendidly cohesive and
superior companion book that will delight and impress you." - Pop Mythology"What a l lovely
book." - Birth. Movies. Death "So, if you have some cash and had to buy one film book this year, I
suggest you pick this book up and it will make marvelous reference book on your library shelf." -
Retrenders"This isn’t fan service or an easy cash grab, it’s obvious a lot of work went into this
fantastic book and any fan of the series or the best movie of 2015 should pick it up" - City of
Films"This great book gives you a glimpse as to how much work goes into creating that kind of
movie magic and maintaining that level of commitment all the way to the Summer movie of
2015." - Roger Ebert.com"The Art of Mad Max: Fury Road, however, is that rare book that, much
like the film, fires on all cylinders." - Joblo"Basically the holy grail of details for every crazy thing
that Miller, artist/writer Brendan McCarthy, storyboard artists Peter Pound and Mark Sexton, and
many more dreamed up in order to make Fury Road possible" - Movies.com “The Art of Mad



Max: Fury Road is a masterpiece when it comes to art books” - Entertainment Buddha "Filled
with production stills, concept art, and behind-the-scenes photos of George Miller’s new Road
Warrior saga." - ICv2"fascinating art book and companion guide to the film" ... "a wonderful gift
for any fan of the new Mad Max movie."- Portland Book ReviewAbout the AuthorAuthor of
Fantastic 4: The Making of the Movie, The Guild: The Official Companion, and The Cabin in the
woods: Official Visual Companion. As well as also working on the Much Ado About Nothing: The
Official Screenplay and Alien: The Archive books, Abbie writes regularly for magazines,
including Assignment X, Fangoria, and Buzzy Mag.
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Page 7 is not included in this sample. Pages 14 - 173 are not included in this sample.
Pages 176 - 177 are not included in this sample.
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Parka, “Interesting, creative and beautiful. The media could not be loaded.
                
            
                
            
        
    
    

  
  
This hardcover is actually texture-pressed with scale patterns from a creature I can't identify. It
has a nice touch.This is a field guide to the wildlife from the Star Wars planets. It's organised by
planets and the included ones are Tatooine, Hoth, Dagobah, Naboo, Bespin, Endor, Yavin 4 and
Coruscant. There's a short introduction describing each ecosystem -- fiery, freezing, vaporous,
etc.The illustrations are sketches drawn with pencils and colour markers, supposedly by a
zoologist in the field, but is actually none other than Terryl Whitlatch. They are all wonderfully
detailed showing the creatures in their natural habitat, be it hunting, caring for their young,
chilling out, or even on sale at some market on Coruscant. The attention to skin textures is very
nice. You can almost get a feel just by looking. Beautiful colours also.Besides the paintings are
field notes filling in on information like feeding patterns, mating habits, herding instincts and
defensive mechanisms of these fascinating beings.I didn't know that the giant space slug is
really that huge at 900 metres until I looked up the size of a blue whale for comparison, which is
33 metres. The space slugs gets nutrients from asteroids and you can see how the intestines
work. Some of the designs you'll see are inspired by Earth animals. The Opee Sea Killer has
characteristics from lobster (shell), frog (long sticky tongue), anglerfish (that glowing forehead
tip) and the arowana (breeding little babies in the mouth).Some of the designs might look a bit
far fetch but hey, this is Star Wars, this is science fiction. I guess anything goes but many are
believable for the most part, in art and concept.This is a very good book for all fans of Star Wars
and animal art.(More pictures are available on my blog. Just visit my Amazon profile for the link.)”



Justice Lee, “Fantastic artwork. It is older, and I wish some of the newer animals of Star Wars
books took a page from this. The newer ones are all outlined into neat little boxes, which is good
for condensing as much into one book as possible but it misses out a little on the fantastical
element. That's where this book really shines. The layout of this book is like a Zoologist's journal
and the artwork is beautiful.”

Mr. Right, “Great book, terrible listing by Amazon. This is an amazing book for star wars
collectors, it's a shame it is so hard to find. It seems to cover animals from episodes one, four,
five, and six, plus a bunch of extras we've never seen before. It's awesome to get full body
designs for things like the Sarlacc and the Krayt Dragon.I got a used one through Amazon that
was listed as "good" condition but was covered in stickers and tape and has several ripped out
pages. I'd say it was in poor condition. Just be aware that depending on who you buy from you
may not get the listed quality.”

michalennox, “Lack of care and customer service. I love this book! I'm not a huge Star Wars fan,
but I love the art of Terryl Whitlatch and this was an example of her work which I didn't already
own. I was very excited to get the book and study her drawings and display it to show friends
and family. It was ordered with another art book from amazon so I was eligible for the super
saver shipping) and they arrived in the same box. It is unfortunate that apparently when you
don't pay for shipping, they don't take care of the items sent or care about the condition of what
is sent to you. The book itself was ripped and torn on the cover and a few other pages toward
the front of the book. The box was small enough that the book had no room to move around and
there was nothing that could have damaged the book while in transit. It was put in the box by
someone that knew it was damaged and just didn't care. Sad for a constant customer of
amazon to see that all they want is your money and they don't really care about what they give
you in return.”

Safety Guy, “Great hand drawn photos.... My son loves this book. We actually saw it at
Hollywood Studios at Disney World this year when we went but I was able to find it here on
Amazon at less than half the cost of the Disney gift shop it was in (near the newer Star Wars
meet and greet area). I'm glad I waited and got him this one. The information inside is pretty
detailed and a little violent (creatures eating/slicing open other creatures) in some of the hand
drawn photos but isn't too bad since its just a drawing. My son loves to read about the creatures
and then try to draw them himself.”

Doc of All Trades, “For the kid who is into technical books this is it!. My Son cannot put this book
down and that is coming from a kid who generally doesn't like animals. I think pictures and
diagrams read more like schematics to a robotic lab than a field guide which explains why he
likes it. There is very technical and creative language which for the interested youth reader will



help expand their vocabulary. I highly recommend the hard cover since the book gets used so
much and spends much of its life in his backpack.  Btw he is 11 years old.”

Nathan, “A great Star Wars reference. Wildlife of Star Wars is one of my favourite of all Star Wars
reference books. The thought and imagination that has gone into this book is excellent as are the
fantastic illustrations. A how to of making your own world and seeing how creatures interact
within a habitat is a great learning experience for all ages. As a primary teacher this is a great
book for boy and girls to stretch their imaginations and to see some astounding artwork. My only
downside is when there will be another volume with some other wild and wonderful creatures
and habitats from the Star Wars galaxy. I already have the hardcover edition for home and this
one is going straight into my classroom. 10 out of five!”

Thomas de Levant, “Great for Any Star Wars Fan. This is my favorite Star Wars reference-style
book. I can't see why anyone who enjoys Star Wars would not love this beautifully illustrated
book.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Wildlife of Star Wars - written by a non-Star Wars geek!!. Its my husband
who loves Star Wars and I was looking for a suitable gift on Amazon (very good place to look for
Star wars gifts). I have bought hubby several Reference books as previous gifts and he loved
them all, so when I saw this I felt sure he would love this book too. I read all the reviews and that
convinced me.This is a GREAT book, I loved it and I'm only midly into Star Wars, I've watched all
the movies and read some of the books, (not as many as hubby), but I love books in general and
this is a FANTASTIC book, from the touchable cover to the AMAZING artwork - if you are a fan of
Star Wars YOU WILL LOVE this book ! I loved it so much I bought it a second time for another
friend, both he and hubby spent many hours poring over all the pictures in detail. Definitely
recommend to any Star Wars loving friend I have!”

Robin Fitton, “Great art work, well produced. An excellent book.. This book has a great feel to it.
It is heavy and has lots of pages (complex analysis over).Every page in this 175 page book is full
colour and the artwork is inspiring. They go into full detail about the exact nature of many of the
fantastic beasts including upbringing and pointing out details like digestive systems of many of
the larger Star Wars monsters. These details are backed up by some great slice through views
like the "Space Slug" (the animal that Han Solo landed the Millennium Falcon in).If only these
authors did a "Star ship" book.”

Ashley, “Wowzers!. What a fantastically imaginative book! It left me wishing they would make
further editions for all the hundreds of planets left unexamined in this tome, which covers only
Tatooine, Naboo, Hoth, Yavin 4, the Forest Moon of Endor, Bespin, and Coruscant (with an
honourable mention of Alderaan). The renderings are exquisite and really enhance the world-
building of the Star Wars Universe. Highly recommended not just for Star Wars fans, but for



anyone interested in alternative ecosystems, biology, and zoology, as well as the relationship
between cultures and fauna.”

Gie, “Enjoyed the images. The images are beautiful and the book looks and feels great but there
is not much information about the creation of the creatures and the thoughts behind decisions.
Something to become inspired from but for learning to draw these guys I would look for another
book”

Panom. W, “Please update. Great book. Love detail and pictures, hope they update with the new
films”

The book by Terryl Whitlatch has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 243 people have provided feedback.
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